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1. Introduction and summary
1.1

Setting the scene

This paper focuses on the world‐changing trends that cities around the world face as they look to
grow successfully in the 21st century, and the distinctive character of these challenges in
Australia’s big cities. By examining the scale of these trends and the process of adjustment and
reform taking place around the world, we can begin to observe the key imperatives for Australia’s
cities in order to become competitive and successful places in the decades to come.
To undertake this review, we draw upon the latest reports and data from more than 30
institutions, organisations and think tanks around the world and in Australia.
In this paper we identify the 10 global megatrends that are shaping Australian cities:

These 10 megatrends are shaping the outlook for all cities around the world but, as we explain,
play out very distinctively in Australia’s cities.
In this paper we also observe a series of current disruptors that are distinct from these
megatrends but have the capacity to accelerate change or to ‘tip’ or ‘nudge’ the way the
megatrends play out and how nations, regions and cities respond.








An Age of Extremes. Nations become more polarised economically, socially, politically and
culturally, cynicism towards change grows and meaningful reform becomes much harder.
Geopolitical Instability. American military and soft power dominance wanes, and the risks
of great‐power conflict and trade wars rise.
Planetary Pushback. Severe and unexpected effects on climate systems, air pollution and
agriculture penalise under‐prepared cities.
The Silk Roads Take Off: China’s investment drives a new geo‐spatial narrative that sees
‘Eurasia’ become the centre of the global action and creates special opportunities for
Australia to become part of new infrastructure corridors.
JobTech Revolution: Working habits are transformed by new technologies,
communications, and job types, with big effects on business models, workplace needs,
travel to work patterns and frequencies and demand for amenities in different locations.
Smarten Up: Game‐changing system and platform technologies take off, changing the
equation for how we think about commuting, carbon emissions and citizen engagement
in cities.

These disruptors create uncertainty. But what is clear is that none of the disruptors, even in
combination, indicate that a cycle of large‐scale de‐urbanisation might take place in the
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foreseeable future. Instead they all reinforce the need for cities to adapt the way they are planned,
managed, financed and led in order to cope with unexpected drivers of growth and change that
lie ahead.
1.2.

What it means for cities

Together the megatrends and possible disruptors present a variety of imperatives for cities, and
for how their growth will have to be managed in order that they stay competitive, liveable and
sustainable in the next 30‐40 years. The shift is underway worldwide towards effective growth
management of cities, integrated city regions, and fit‐for‐purpose city systems and tools with
which to plan for the longer term.

Relative to these imperatives, and to the changes being pursued and enacted by other nations and
regions, it is clear that Australian cities will have to adapt substantially over the next cycle.
1.3.

The unique Australian situation

There are many dimensions to the current context for Australia that hold exceptional promise,
but at the same time pose risks of missed opportunities and of lock‐in to a model of growth that
increasingly erodes Australia’s advantages.
Australia is a very large country with a relatively small population in an historically remote
location which is close to new poles of growth in Asia. Even by the standards of the most
established economies it is a highly urbanised nation with more than two thirds of its population
living in its five big cities, and 80 per cent of all population in 21 cities. Compared to most other
advanced nations, Australia has an economic history strongly based on the export of
commodities, resources and products from its abundant natural environment.
At the same time Australia’s de‐industrialisation has been deeper and more rapid than other
similar economies over the last decade. As a share of total employment, Australia’s manufacturing
sector is now among the smallest of advanced nations, while the growth of jobs in health and
social care and the wider services and tourism economy, has risen considerably. Unlike most of
the 20th century, when a lot of production took place in inner cities, the remaining industrial and
logistics lands are increasingly concentrated at the city fringes or beyond.1 Meanwhile the
innovation economy is beginning to emerge in its place, but at a slow pace by global standards.
Australia is also a country that stands out in a global context in three other ways:


It has a very strong national identity and powerful national brand that pivots around the
country’s lifestyle and iconic tourism destinations, rather than its trade or investment
opportunities. It is also home to the oldest civilisation on earth, and a country managing
the co‐existence of Indigenous and non‐indigenous cultures.



Abundant availability of land combined with a new level of affluence from economic
success has contributed to very low density cities, a sprawl model of high car and road
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dependence, a cultural preference for single family owner‐occupied housing on large
plots of land, and embedded resistance amongst many citizens to urban restructuring and
intensification. That said, there is some evidence that new migrants, younger well‐
travelled Australians, and some ageing Australians are developing preferences towards
city centre, ‘urban village’, and higher density living.2


1.4.

Australia’s strategic location and historic ties are driving a broad internationalisation of
its economy and population. On the one hand its ‘Pivot to Asia’ is very visible in terms of
higher education, medicine, tourism and real estate investment. On the other its strong
cultural ties to Europe, North America and the Middle East are a major driver of
immigration, talent and business links. These factors add up to a country that is becoming
very actively and widely engaged in globalisation.

Australia’s imperative: Metropolitan tools for a changing world
Cities can only respond to and manage the complexity of the metropolitan age if they have the
right tools to do so.
For much of the last century Australian cities have been less planned, less co‐ordinated and less
well managed than others around the world. In previous decades these deficits were less visible
partly because of Australian cities’ exceptional natural environment, few growth constraints,
successive cycles of economic growth, and a compelling set of national and city brands geared
around lifestyle and opportunity.
Over the coming decades, however, Australia can no longer afford for its cities to be stuck in a
low‐planning, low‐coordination, low‐investment, low‐return equilibrium.
Growing cities like Australia’s need durable long‐term inspiring plans, engaged citizens, and
leaders that are able and willing to promote a shared story for the city’s future. To deliver on a
plan requires authorities that manage systems at the ‘whole city’ scale, and mechanisms for real
co‐ordination among the different governments in the region. These are fundamentals without
which the ability to respond to the megatrends and the shocks of the 21st century can only be
partial and fragmented. Australia is only just at the start of the journey towards building these
planning and co‐ordination fundamentals. One example is the recent joint release and
implementation of the Greater Sydney Region Plan, Future Transport 2056, and the New South
Wales State Infrastructure Strategy. Another is the South East Queensland Council of Mayors and
the shared long‐term Regional Plan. These are promising instances of a new approach to manage
Australia’s growing cities through collaboration rather than competition.
If they are to turn aspiration into reality, growing cities need tactics about which locations to
intensify, where and how to bring forward new housing, and what catalytic transport investment
should be prioritised. They also need viable sources of long term funding, and better legal and
land‐use management tools to shape the right kind of development. And they need to maintain
momentum over more than one political and economic cycle, by continually adapting the
institutional framework, adding to the base of civic and business leaders, and advocating for
effective and integrated national agendas.
The need to acquire these tools is especially urgent in Australia given the character of this rapid
and long‐term cycle of urban growth. The country’s big cities have been growing much faster than
the OECD average and the pace of growth is getting faster. Until recently, the scale of growth and
change in Australia has not been fully recognised in government policy, especially compared to
the adjustments that have been made in other nations see Section 5 .
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The 50‐year cycle of Australia’s globalisation and urbanisation is having big and specific impacts
on different demographic groups. The opportunities, preferences and pressures for young people
and retirees, immigrants and established residents, rich and poor, are evolving quickly, and this
means that expectations of cities are rising.
At the same time the global megatrends are transforming the type of job opportunities, growth
industries, lifestyle options, and patterns of transport and mobility in Australia. The ability of
Australia’s cities to pivot to these changes is more important than ever, and this requires that
they have the fundamental structures and systems in place.
Figure 1: The journey for Australian cities from ‘Metropolis Off’ to ‘Metropolis On’
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Metropolis Off

Metropolis On

Coordination

Low co-ordination equilibrium;
High co-ordination equilibrium.
presumption that processes are ’zero sum’
One voice for the region.
Many voices for the region.
Strong vertical relationships.
Weak vertical relationships.

Integration

Sectoral policies lead.
Systems ownership is fragmented.
No joined-up approach to resilience.

Integrated solutions.
Enables the pooling of resources.
Manage wider risks and vulnerabilities.

Cohesion

Growing spatial and socioeconomic
disparities.
Partial sense of belonging to whole city or
region.

Combined efforts to reduce disparities and
improve access to opportunity.
Increased civic identity and participation.

Growth management decisions are highly

Shared commitment to accommodate

Land assets are under-utilised.

of sprawl.

Low value capture and financial

Cost sharing, and sometimes cost-saving.
High value capture.
Capacity to negotiate collectively for
financial devolution.

Land and
politicised.
growth.
development Local governments have few incentives to High levels of public-private collaboration.
promote growth.
Higher population density and lower levels
patterns

Financial
innovation.
relationships Unequal tax base.

‘Free rider’ governments.

Based on a model formulated in UCLG 2017 . Co‐Creating the Urban Future. Gold IV Report. Barcelona: UCLG.

Given these trends it is now clear that Australia needs new urban and metropolitan forms if
urbanisation is to work. Its big cities, especially, need enhanced governance and new tools if
growth is to be effectively managed. This scenario is common globally, but as this series of papers
show, Australian cities and metro areas are further behind on governance arrangements and
investment tools. The megatrends and disruptors pose unique challenges, but Australia has every
chance to thrive and excel in this metropolitan century, and at the same time retain its unique
values and ideals. The task ahead is to make the bold changes that are now urgently needed.
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2. The metropolitan century
2.1

Where we are

The 21st century is a metropolitan age.
The rate of urbanisation has surged across the 50 per cent barrier and is now the dominant way
of human life. Two billion more people will be added to the world’s cities by 2050, affecting cities
of all sizes and all levels of income and development. But as more cities grow, develop and
compete, we are seeing the rise of different city ‘types’, and different ‘pathways’ through which
cities succeed.
The twin drivers of globalisation and urbanisation mean that the future is metropolitan, as cities
spill out over their defined borders. We are already nearly a fifth of the way into this metropolitan
century. By the end of it, urbanisation will level out at around 85 per cent of the global population.
In effect, this means that over the next half century, and especially over the next 20 years, a new
global urban system is being set in train.
The emerging global system of cities and metropolitan areas is one of rapid change and huge
promise. It is also one of risk, as those who lead and manage cities look to avoid becoming locked
in to old models of growth that are unproductive, unsustainable or unequal. Population growth
and concentration is a hallmark of this metropolitan century but it brings with it critical choices
and challenges that must be addressed.3
Figure 2: The top 300 metropolitan areas in 2018, by GDP

Source: JLL 2018

The pace of urban growth means that most places we think of as cities now function at a
metropolitan scale. As their physical footprint continues to expand,4 most cities span tens
sometimes hundreds of local governments and other territories. Yet at the same time these
places have become integrated labour markets and single communities of common assets and
shared interests.5 How cities in the metropolitan age acquire the leadership, tools, strategies and
governance to manage their growth in the right way is one of the great questions of our time.
2,2

Metropolitan areas matter
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The 600 largest cities generate nearly two‐thirds of global GDP, and this share is growing
as their size and reach gives them a productivity advantage.
These places capture an expanding share of business, immigration, visitors, talent and
capital flow. Their ability to promote density, connectivity and efficiency can help lead the
world’s efforts to de‐couple growth from wasteful energy use, land consumption and
environmental damage.
They have spatial forms that can act as a platform to integrate systems and achieve a
smarter, more comfortable and more affordable model of development.6

Nearly all metropolitan areas are growing, and many are growing extraordinarily quickly.
 40 years ago there were fewer than 200 cities with a population over one million.
 Today there are 530 and rising. While Sydney and Melbourne are passing the five million
person threshold, within a decade there will be over 150 cities at that size or larger.
 Meanwhile, a minority of less than five per cent of the world’s larger metros are losing
population.7 The rest are managing some form of growth, whether it’s driven by
international migration, transformations in the domestic economy, climate change, or the
gravitational pull of global trade, investment, institutions and services found in cities.
Figure 3: Key global reports on cities from the last five years

The global economy is not led only by the large highly globalised, ‘established’ centres – the
Londons, New Yorks and Tokyos. There are also dozens of ‘emerging’ world cities, the business
and political capitals of emerging economies, such as Istanbul, São Paulo and Shanghai. And many
smaller and medium‐sized cities are specialising in a more limited number of international
markets.8
9

What will the metropolitan century look like in 2050?


There will be 800 cities with more than a million people, three quarters of which will
be as wealthy as Australia’s cities are today.



Asia‐Pacific will be home to more than 100 cities as large or larger than Perth and
Brisbane. The majority of their populations will be in the upper‐middle or upper‐
income bracket and more than 40 per cent of them will have a university education.

2.3

Meeting the demands of the metropolitan age

Unfortunately, the rising importance of metropolitan areas is not matched by public policies and
reforms to serve them. Around the world many of these growing cities may even be described as
‘orphans’ of urban policy. They are often ignored, resisted, or not recognised by higher tiers of
government. And more locally, the sustained attention on cities’ collective needs is hamstrung by
low cross‐party co‐operation, fragmented government, divisions of bureaucratic authority, and
limited institutional capacity.9
The current cycle of rapid re‐urbanisation and metropolitan growth is underlining the
consequences of failures in previous cycles to prepare for this growth, not just in Australia but
worldwide. The result is more places that are under‐invested, under‐powered, and in turn more
congested, unequal and uncompetitive.10 Surveys of city leaders around the world confirm this,
as their three most commonly cited challenges are:11




Transport – addressing congestion, mobility and public transport
Investment – financing infrastructure and decentralising fiscal powers
Jobs – job creation, productivity and youth unemployment.

2.4.

The future

The recent cycle of global agreements on climate and development are important for the future
of cities because they fully recognise the special roles and the special needs of cities in the 21st
century. However, there are also concerns that the new frameworks will result in piecemeal and
fragmented action rather than the ability to implement city change at scale. Big debates are
unfolding about whether business‐as‐usual will prevail, or whether new sources of momentum
will emerge to provide more cities with the tools, leadership and investment that they need.
Many countries, including Australia, are now grappling with the question of how their cities
should be planned, led, organised and integrated in future see Section 4 . This is because the
metropolitan age holds great promise for countries that get it right, and untold risks for those
that get it wrong.
The dilemmas of how to manage metropolitan growth will not go away. In order to meet the
expectations of citizens, meet global targets, and capture more globally contested economic
activity, new solutions will certainly be needed.
The big questions for the metropolitan century


Where and how should cities accommodate growth?
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What tools and systems management can help cities avoid the negative externalities of
congestion, inflation and infrastructure stress?
How should governance systems be re‐organised so that the metropolitan space is
properly co‐ordinated?
What reforms and incentives can help governments in metropolitan areas work
together to deliver change and promote their combined assets to external
opportunities?
How can nation states balance the needs of their big cities with their obligations to
other regions?

The world is only a short way into the journey of how to shape the metropolitan age. The
megatrends and possible disruptors Sections 3 and 4 will continue to transform the nature of
the challenge ahead. Sharing knowledge about what works will be critical.
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3. The megatrends shaping Australia’s cities in the 21st century
The world in 2050 will look very different to the world in 2018. The winds of change are already
having far‐reaching impacts on our economies, societies and our cities, and many more twists and
turns lie ahead. How cities prepare and adjust now will shape their readiness for the next chapter,
and their ability to compete and succeed in the rest of the metropolitan century and beyond.
Many organisations, companies and governments have engaged in detailed foresight projects in
the last 12‐24 months in order to try and make sense of the scale, complexity and volatility that
the future will bring.12 For this paper we have reviewed these studies and identified 10
megatrends that stand out for their impact on the development of cities, and for their influence
on the trajectory and challenges of Australia’s big cities.
Drivers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Urbanisation and metropolitan growth
Ageing populations
Exponential technologies
Globalisation of trade and supply chains/value chains
Intensifying climate change
The re‐urbanisation of jobs, business and capital
Economic transition and the rise of the innovation economy
The rise of Asia
Resource scarcity and energy convergence
Rising infrastructure and governance gaps

Megatrend 1: Urbanisation and metropolitan growth
An even higher share of populations will live in cities. The share of the global population living in
cities is rapidly approaching 60 per cent and will reach 70 per cent by 2050. In Australia this
share is already 89 per cent, and, as one of the fastest urbanising OECD countries, nearly two
thirds of Australians are soon likely to live in its four largest cities. Around the world, growth in
medium‐sized cities is set to continue at an especially strong pace. This adds up to many more
cities reaching the scale and diversity needed to become competitors in the global system.
The urban footprint of cities is growing, especially in Australia. The world’s total urban footprint
is set to nearly double over the next 15 years alone.13 In Australia, despite a process of re‐
urbanisation, the number of people living more than 35 kilometres from the CBD has grown
substantially in all its big cities.14 Compared to most advanced countries, Australia has an even
more strongly suburban character and a low density model of urbanisation, with an
internationally high share of single family homes 74% of all private dwellings .3 Cities are now
larger, spanning many local boundaries, yet they have a single housing and labour market, a
common asset base and shared interests. This means that decisions taken in the next period will
be essential to relieve pressure on housing, infrastructure and services, and ultimately achieving
good models of urbanisation.
12

More cities become winners or losers. The rapid pace of urban growth and varying ability to
manage it means that gaps are growing between successful and struggling cities. In Australia, the
performance of regional cities in particular has become more varied, and also divergent from the
larger cities. There are increasing returns that accrue to cities that are already successful, and
those with existing capacity are better placed to be more forward thinking in how they manage
their growth, prepare for an evolving economy and implement change. Equally the risk of failure
or ‘lock‐in’ for already successful cities is high.
For Australia’s cities, this means:




The imperative to update infrastructure and institutional frameworks to reflect urban
growth is more urgent even than in other nations.
More policy and tactical interventions will be needed to ‘get cities right’.
National policies to shape and manage the process of urbanisation will become more,
not less, important.

Megatrend 2: Ageing populations
Australia and other high‐income nations are becoming older societies. For the first time in history,
those aged over 65 outnumber children under five. This demographic trend provides vital
additional skills, knowledge and markets, but also common challenges around retirement
savings, health and social care provision, and the future structure of the labour market.
The role and contribution of older people in Australia’s cities will change. Over 65s are set to
comprise 20 per cent of the population in Australia’s big five cities by the early 2050s, which
means together they will accommodate an additional two million older people. Of the big five,
currently Adelaide has the oldest population and Brisbane the youngest, but the spread is fairly
small. The ageing population is especially striking in smaller, non‐capital cities and their fringes
– Sunshine Coast, Wollongong, Newcastle, Gold Coast. In all of Australia’s big cities, older people
are likely to continue participating much more in the labour force than they did 20 years ago
35% today vs 20% in 1995, and rising .15 They also appear set to be more concentrated in middle
and outer suburbs, and are key drivers of the growth in couple and single person households.
Ageing cities will need a strong policy response. All over the world policies to address ageing
populations and high dependency ratios are impacting how cities prepare in terms of labour
market participation, transport systems, housing, health and human services.
For Australia’s cities, this means:





It will be a priority to ensure older populations have access to transport modes that
meet their needs, and avoid the risk of suburbanisation reducing access to key services.
Demand will rise for a much greater range of housing choice and types to reflect
different life stages and preferences.
There will be a need to foster inter‐generational awareness, understanding and
compromise, as gaps in wealth, assets and geography grow along generational lines.
Competition to attract and retain younger people, including but not limited to top end
talent, will increase.

Megatrend 3: Exponential technology change
The digitisation of information, services, markets, transactions and social interaction will intensify.
The exponential growth in computing power, the connectivity of devices, and the sophistication
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of new technologies is likely to transform economic and social life, globally and in Australia. The
changes that will occur in terms of computer capability and cost, in the ability to customise goods
cheaply, and to gather and apply huge volumes of data, are widely predicted to impact upon
companies’ business models, citizens’ ability to participate in the global labour market, and the
ability to innovate to solve human problems.
New business models and disruptive technologies will transform Australia’s incumbent industries
and businesses. Digital disruption will affect Australian specialisations such as agribusiness,
medicine, manufacturing, minerals and energy.16 Over the next decade peer‐to‐peer platforms are
likely to bypass traditional intermediaries in banking and finance, retail, tourism, transport and
knowledge work. The rate of technology change is also likely to challenge the role and
effectiveness of Australian public institutions to manage and intervene in the process of growth.
For Australian cities, this means:





The flexibility of business and regulatory frameworks to embrace transformational
business models and disruptive technologies will be a key element of future
competitiveness.
Co‐ordinated planning and more integrated systems management will be required in
Australia’s big cities to manage the uncertain effects of autonomous vehicles and new
energy sources.
The imperative to shift to the knowledge‐rich and innovation‐led economy will grow,
as more benefits will accrue to first‐movers and ideas‐generators, rather than reactors
and slow adopters.
The potential for other nations and regions to ‘leapfrog’ their technology and skip the
infrastructure path dependencies experienced by Australia and others, could provide
new sources of competition and may even erode Australian cities’ relative standing or
appeal.

Megatrend 4: Globalisation of trade, supply chains and value chains
The impact and complexity of international trade continues to grow. The world’s trade‐to‐GDP
ratio has more than doubled in the last 50 years. About two‐thirds of world trade now is involved
in value chains that cross borders. All countries, including Australia, are deeply involved in global
supply chains.
The kind of trade Australia participates in will change. In future the scale of goods trade is expected
to rise more slowly than in the last cycle, but the geography of trade is likely to shift and the trade
in services and information is set to multiply.17 The OECD predicts that the digitisation and
automation of production is likely to reorient global production and trade back towards the
advanced economies, albeit fewer jobs will be created. The desire of firms to diversify risk, and
the uncovering of hidden costs of offshoring, will also contribute to this process. Rising wage costs
in the emerging economies are thought to have a smaller additional impact.18
The trade environment has become more challenging but channels for Australia to trade will grow.
Global public opinion has become more opposed to global trade but there is widespread
consensus that trade is the main engine for growth and employment.19 There are resurgent
protectionist sentiments in some wealthy economies, yet globalisation is still very popular in
developing countries. While some countries may follow a ‘mercantilist’ approach, many others
are set to agree to a new raft of trade deals and WTO checks are likely to limit the degree of
protectionism. Some production tasks may be ‘re‐shored’, implying less trade,20 but most analysts
think it will be too disruptive to undo existing supply chains.21 At the same time, online trading
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platforms will allow more firms to participate in international trade and sell their products to a
larger market.
For Australian cities, this means:



Becoming more connected into global channels of trade and information will become a
priority to increase cities’ competitiveness, requiring investments in key connective
infrastructure.
Competing on cost will become less of a priority for Australia’s trading companies, and
competing on speed, skills and innovation will become more urgent. Over time,
pressure to compete on quality will be felt more on Australian cities’ services base as
trade liberalisation unfolds and other emerging cities invest in human capital and shift
up the value chain.

Megatrend 5: Intensifying climate change
The impacts of climate change pose an increased threat to cities in Australia and beyond. The next
decade is set to see more extreme weather events occur more often, and increased vulnerability
of many countries and cities to inadequate climate change mitigation and adaptation. Coastal
regions are at particular risk, and around the world 60 per cent of cities with populations over
five million are located within 100 kilometres of the sea.22 The likely sea level rise of 5‐10cm over
the next two decades is predicted to double the risk of coastal flooding in many areas.23 Outside
Australia, global economic centres such as New York City, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Buenos
Aires and Mumbai are also forecast to be heavily affected.24
The global resolve to manage climate change will incentivise Australia’s cities to adjust. In the past
two years, several landmark agreements have set out obligations and provided guidelines for the
transition towards a low carbon global economy and greater resilience to climate change. If
Australia is to play its part and substantially decarbonise, this will mean all new buildings should
aim to be emissions‐neutral by 2030, and all existing ones should achieve this by 2050.
Climate change will become a leadership and reputation issue for cities, including in Australia.
Cities and regions are championing climate action and are now actively restating their
commitment. Although climate finance remains marginal to total international capital flows, most
analysts anticipate that more finance will go towards low carbon and climate adaptation
projects.25 The shift to adapt to climate change means that more cities are competing on how
energy efficient they are and how effectively they mitigate climate change risks.
For Australian cities, this means:





Much higher risks of extreme weather and climate‐related emergencies, and greater
costs associated with managing risks in dispersed cities.
More systematic approaches to resilience will be required, involving more co‐
ordination with system owners and players in public, private and civic sectors.
The shift to carbon neutral buildings and the drive for investment in renewable
energies will be higher up the agenda and an important growth sector.
More reputational risk for not taking a leadership role in the agenda.

These five long run drivers are underpinned by a series of emergent drivers:
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Megatrend 6: Agglomeration and the re‐urbanisation of jobs, business and capital
Technology continues to foster business concentration in cities. The technology‐powered
knowledge economy was thought to have enabled everyone to work remotely, from dispersed
locations. Instead it has pushed more high value and specialised economic activity towards CBDs
and key locations in inner cities that can foster face‐to‐face interaction. This effect has been
observed in all of Australia’s large cities where commercial growth in the CBD has been
substantial.
Businesses in most sectors will continue to observe the advantages of density. Dense cities
increasingly offer firms access to the best ecosystem of customers, suppliers, partners and
competitors. In what is now a globally‐established trend, the proximity that density offers enable
the face‐to‐face contact, trust and problem‐solving that helps firms to match, learn and share.
Being close to suppliers, clients and rivals helps businesses adapt, innovate and become more
productive. The virtuous cycles of knowledge, expertise, and technical spill‐overs fostered by
dense agglomeration in CBDs and other locations create huge advantages and therefore
incentives for companies and talent to locate there.
The re‐urbanisation of capital is a structural not cyclical trend. There has been a marked increase
in private and institutional investment allocations to fixed infrastructure and urban assets. This
re‐urbanisation of capital provides cities with opportunities to attract investment at scale for real
estate, development and infrastructure projects that can have transformative impacts on the
urban fabric and urban appeal.
The private sector is becoming a more active leader and stakeholder in Australia’s cities. The re‐
urbanisation of business and capital has been in train for over 20 years and all trend and
sentiment data suggest it is set to continue for several decades. This also means that businesses
and investors now pay much more attention to the performance and prospects of cities. In more
and more cities, the private sector is becomingan active participant in shaping leadership and
development, recognising the returns to good governance and productive city building.
For Australian cities, this means:






The returns that accrue to cities that possess scale, liquidity, critical mass and good
growth management will be substantial.
The ability to concentrate economic activity in key metropolitan locations and connect
people efficiently to them will become a competitive advantage. Meanwhile dispersed
or fragmented growth will have long‐run competitive costs.
It will be important to understand and monitor demand‐side opportunities, for
example in relation to how and where to create new business precincts in cities, and
the particular placemaking, connectivity and innovation requirements businesses in
different sectors have.
A wider base of business and civic leadership will be needed to help adjust to the
process of re‐urbanisation.

Megatrend 7: The innovation economy, economic transition, and the future of work
Australia is one of a number of advanced nations in a 50 year cycle of economic transition that is
transforming the character of the economy and the types of jobs being created. There are many
reasons this transition is now unfolding rapidly:


Competitive pressures. The industrial economy experiences more competitive pressures,
which means manufacturers have had to innovate to compensate for the high‐cost
16

environment they operate in – in terms of products, processes and services as well as
design, organisational capital, business models and brand.26
The end of the commodities boom. The new reality is forcing firms to invest in research,
in‐firm innovation, and more technology and knowledge transfer between knowledge
generators and business.27
Post‐crash diversification. The financial crisis has increased the desire to foster diversified
economies that are more resilient to exogenous shocks – so relying less on financial
services, real estate and commodities‐driven sectors, and more on sectors with a strong
technology and knowledge dimension.28
The future of jobs. The imperative to find new sources of jobs, and the observation that
young firms disproportionately contribute to job creation, and older firms to job
destruction.29






These reasons, along with other drivers associated with technology access and lifestyle
preferences, mean that the trend towards entrepreneurship, innovation and the growth of the
platform economy is very strong in the developed world, and is starting to take hold in Australia.
These are likely to bring into being new and as yet unforeseen business models, hybrid industries
and overhauls to the way organisations and governments are run.
Adapting to the new economy. Many nations, regions and cities are moving into the innovation
economy, and prioritising:30







More investment in the promise of intangible assets rather than tangible assets31
Ways to enhance the appeal to and the share of young workers
Investments in transport infrastructure that foster proximity and interaction32
Moves up the value chain of existing industries
Supporting firms to move into related and unrelated markets33
The priming of specific locations as innovation ‘districts’, ‘precincts’, ‘quarters’ and
‘corridors’.

For Australian cities, this means:




The ability of real estate to adjust to the building and place needs of the innovation
economy is key.
Political pressure to create more secure job opportunities for lower‐skilled workforce
will increase.34
Public sector collaboration with businesses and innovators may need to grow to
optimise the policy response to foster new economic models.

Megatrend 8: The continued rise of Asia
Asia‐Pacific is now a dominant region in the global system. It is already home to 60 per cent of the
world’s population, and 24 of the world’s 50 largest urban areas by GDP.35 The region is now
responsible for 33 per cent of global trade, up from 19 per cent in 1983, while intra‐Asia‐Pacific
trade is expected to account for half of key global trade lanes by 2030.36 As a result eight of the
world’s top 10 ports are in Asia. Asia also accounts for 29 per cent of foreign direct investment
inflows and 43 per cent of greenfield project values.37
The huge opportunity of Asian purchasing power for Australian cities. The latest ways of
measuring national GDP and comparing real income levels reveal that Asian and African countries
have much greater purchasing power than previously anticipated.38 So in spite of a slow global
recovery from the 2008‐9 financial crisis, the size of the global market is larger than ever.
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A majority middle class world to which Australia’s cities have strategic access. There are now
approximately 3.4 billion people in the global middle class, and with around 150 million people
joining this group each year. We are rapidly approaching the point when more than half the
world’s population, for the first time ever, will live in middle‐class or rich households. Up to 90
per cent of the next billion middle class consumers will live in Asia. The World Bank also
anticipates that many of the new Asian middle class may opt out of public services, may not exert
pressure for institutional improvements, and be reluctant to contribute to public goods.39
If Asian countries do not meet citizen expectations of high quality public education, universal
healthcare, pensions and affordable housing, demand for Australia’s services could increase.
Figure 4:Latest figures on expanding size of global middle class up to 203040

For Australian cities, this means:
 Much greater demand for education, healthcare and entertainment services, and credit
and financial services, as well as high quality products.
 Diversification of cities in Asia that become sources of trade but also, in some sectors,
competition.
 Opportunities for smaller cities such as Newcastle and Gold Coast to succeed in their
existing specialisms, be they agricultural, mining, education or tourism. This will allow
Australia’s biggest cities to build even more productive complementarities with its
surrounding cities.

Megatrend 9: Resource scarcity and energy conversion
Resource consumption is not sustainable. The Global Footprint Network GFS estimate that the
world’s population currently consumes the equivalent of 1.6 planets a year. Based on current
trends, this will rise to two planets by 2030. Although definitions vary, Australians consume
above the average share of world resources, and more than most European and Asian nations,
linked to a resource‐intensive lifestyle of large homes, large travel distances and other lifestyle
preferences.41 By 2050, the global population will require a more than threefold increase in the
total consumption of primary resources.
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The case for efficiency. Rising demand and constrained supply means that adjustments will
inevitably have to be made to use resources more efficiently – especially minerals, water, energy
and food. These adjustments will inform and will be informed by new technology, government
policy, changing lifestyle patterns and cultural norms.
The decentralised energy opportunity. At the same time, the process of decoupling of fossil fuels
from economic growth is becoming more visible, resulting in the potential for more cities to foster
decentralised renewable energy. There is a clear opportunity for many cities to become nearly
completely self‐powered, through solar and battery storage, alongside wind, wave energy and
other sources in a diversified mix. Demand is also set to continue to rise for the urban living
advantages associated with renewable city technologies and formats.42
For Australian cities, this means:




Consumers and investors will raise demand for more transparency, more innovation
and more risk management regarding energy and resource choices.
There are opportunities to build and organise the relationship with their hinterlands
more effectively, including around agriculture and the circular economy.
There is a need for more sophisticated regulation and taxation, and
incentives/disincentives to direct behaviour change.43

Megatrend 10: Rising infrastructure and governance gaps
The investment in urban infrastructure is not meeting the scale of demand. The new cycle is openly
confronting the huge deficits in investment in infrastructure in the world’s cities. Different studies
now measure the gap at between US$4 trillion up to US$10 trillion per year.44 In Australia, there
has been a recent cycle of substantial infrastructure spending mainly focused on catching up with
existing deficits, especially along Australia’s eastern seaboard, but nevertheless estimates of the
overall spending gap vary from A$300 billion up to A$800 billion.45 As is the case around the
world, many of the gaps are typically not for want of capital per se, but for want of bankable,
profitable infrastructure projects that can attract capital. In 2017 the first ever Global
Infrastructure Outlook forecast that global infrastructure investment will have to reach $97
trillion by 2040 to keep pace with global demand and meet global goals. Transport and energy
are the big common areas of deficit.46
More streamlined and effective investment is essential. Weak appraisal, lack of project innovation,
under‐maintenance, low construction productivity, and other market failures, all contribute to
the global challenge but are also rife in Australia. Infrastructure Australia highlight problems such
as poor project selection, preference for trophy projects, lack of long‐term planning or
consideration of whole‐of‐life costs, and fragmented governance.47 McKinsey highlights the need
for “national and collective global efforts to channel abundant liquidity into much‐needed
infrastructure.”48 For Australia, this is key in order to achieve productivity gains and foster
economic development.
Governance is not yet equipped to prepare cities for growth. The international consensus is that
too many cities experience deteriorating infrastructure, inadequate urban planning, and outdated
legal and environmental regulations.49 In Australia it is apparent that cities need the leadership,
powers, instruments and skills to unlock private and institutional capital so that they can
properly finance their growth.
For Australian cities, this means:
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There is a clear need to innovate in a variety of ways to address the deficits, including
new strategic planning tools, greater transparency and decision‐making processes,
better demand management, alternative solutions to grant funding such as user
charges and value capture.50
Improvements to the city toolbox to ensure better borrowing capacity, cost recovery,
recycling of capital, pooled resources, and an environment that is investment ready.
Greater international knowledge sharing and piloting of solutions will be part of the
next cycle of addressing the infrastructure and governance gaps.
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4. The possible ‘disruptors’ and the potential impact on Australian cities
The global forecasting and foresight literature highlights six potential disruptors that could
transform the scenarios for cities over the next 30‐40 years:
An Age of Extremes: Economic, social, political and cultural polarisation
Uncertainty: Geopolitical instability
Revolt or Renewal: Planetary pushback
The Silk Roads Take Off: A new geo‐spatial narrative
JobTech: Revolutionised working habits
Smarten Up: Game‐changing system and platform technologies.








4.1

An Age of Extremes: Economic, social, political and cultural polarisation

As global inequality between nations shrinks, in‐country inequality is rising. The trend looks
different in each nation – Australia’s Gini coefficient – a measure of income or wealth distribution
– has actually fallen slightly from its peak in 2007, but the current figures of 0.32 are some way
above the level seen in 1996 0.29 .51 But in most cases nations are experiencing more spatial
segregation between richer and poorer populations, and declining social mobility. The result is
an important undercurrent of mounting discontent with globalisation and pessimism about the
future in relation to housing affordability – confidence among Australian parents that their
children will be better off than them has fallen from 39 per cent to 24 per cent since 2013.52
Evidence suggests that opposition and cynicism towards national and global ‘elites’ has grown.53
The ‘anywheres’ and ‘somewheres’. New dichotomies have emerged between more educated,
cosmopolitan, globally connected and climate conscious ‘anywhere’ Australians, who tend to
prefer the high amenity inner city, and ‘somewhere’ Australians who are more rooted and
attached to place, and mistrustful of political elites.54 These divisions can cut across older political
divides, and have a spatial dimension.
In Australia, about six million people, or 25 per cent of the nation, live well outside the commuting
basin of its large cities. This number is growing, albeit quite slowly. But many towns are struggling
to maintain population in the post‐mining‐boom and the future drivers of prosperity are far from
certain.55
Australia’s urban‐rural divides may have consequences. Unlike other high income nations, so far
Australian income growth per person has not been that different in the rural areas. So although
the vote for minority parties has risen rapidly over the past decade, especially in electorates
outside the big cities, economic inequalities alone are not viewed as the sole explanation.56
Nevertheless the perceived gaps and perceived favouritism for the big cities may produce
unexpected political outcomes at key junctures in the longer term.
What it might mean for Australia’s cities:


More political pressure on future federal governments to reduce levels of migration,
which could in turn reduce the rate of urban growth and undermine Australia’s big
cities’ future skills base and competitiveness.
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4.2

Greater public demand for national development aid and assistance to have a clear
rationale to boost trade and security. Over the medium‐term, this may see other donor
countries forge stronger trade and investment ties.
Countries that reverse their commitment to global climate and clean energy initiatives,
or other global standards, may change their importing and exporting habits as a result.

Uncertainty: Geopolitical instability

Australia and its cities are adjusting to a multipolar era. Many analysts observe signs that nation
states’ commitment to global cooperation and collective security is deteriorating.57 This raises
doubts about the future of some major trade treaties, legal tribunals and international
agreements, and concerns about whether the ‘liberal international order’ of which Australia is a
part will flourish or weaken over the next period.
The ‘Asian century’. More analysts point to the likelihood that in the medium‐term China will be
presented with a new leadership role on climate change and peacekeeping.58 Others argue that
geopolitics will involve more animosity about who controls infrastructure, supply chains and
access to markets.59 This raises important strategic questions for Australian leaders if the resolve
of trading partnerships become tested.
Hedging against volatility. Geopolitical uncertainty and transition may create spikes of tension
and periodically damage the confidence of private investors. For Australia and its cities, this
highlights the importance of a diversified and resilient economy that is not over‐dependent on a
small number of large trading partners.
What it might mean for Australia’s cities:




4.3

Regional and global trading conditions may become volatile.
Lower terms of trade that demand reforms to boost productivity and competitiveness,
or opportunities may be lost.
Whole‐of‐government processes will be needed to align trade and geopolitical
strategies with economic, social and urban agendas.

Revolt or Renewal: Planetary Pushback

Spiralling climate, pollution and health threats. It is possible that greenhouse gas emissions will
have severe and unanticipated effects on climate systems, raising temperatures more quickly
than expected and resulting in much more frequent extreme weather in Australia’s cities.60 Air
pollution in cities would be exacerbated by warmer temperatures. At the same time, there are
scenarios under which public health risks associated with antibiotics will rise. At the city‐regional
scale, agricultural production systems may be challenged by herbicide and pesticide resistant
pests and diseases.
Capacity building in all cities. Governments, companies and societies are already doing more than
ever before to combat these challenges, but stronger planetary pushback may exacerbate existing
concerns and create new ones. Analysts highlight that smaller Australian cities will require the
resources and expertise to plan for the complex impacts of climate change.
The global evidence suggests that successful Australian cities will need to:
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Integrate climate change into public health management.
Ensure much better co‐ordination and information sharing between local governments.
Have clear strategies for the most vulnerable groups low‐income and older households .
Build in much more community participation in the way climate change impacts are
planned for.

What it might mean for Australia’s cities:



4.4

New weather patterns and extreme events that incur immediate costs and long‐term
effects on productivity, tourism and reputation associated with damaged natural
assets.61
Reduced investor appeal if resilience against unexpected events is not improved.
Spikes of migration from other climate‐affected regions.
The Silk Roads Take Off: A new geo‐spatial narrative

The Silk Roads may be a game changer – including for Australia. The emergence of the new Silk
Roads as a result of the Chinese Government’s ‘One Belt, One Road’ project reflect China’s
increasing influence and role as a shaper, as well as participant, in the global economy. It has
become increasingly clear that the Belt and Road project is about much more than infrastructure,
and will see greater economic, cultural, technology and, eventually, currency integration,
between China and the regions to its west. As such it is likely to set in train geopolitical and
geoeconomic integration in ‘Eurasia’ connecting Eastern Europe, Central Asia and China. Many
now expect this region to become the centripetal hub of 21st century globalisation.62
The Silk Roads and Australia’s role in global trade. The Belt and Road project reflects China’s desire
for globalisation to speed up in order to redress its own over‐capacity and regional economic
imbalances.63 This should mean that Australia’s success will continue to be closely linked to its
exports growth in the freight economy, visitor economy and ongoing labour force mobility and
migration.
The implications for investment in Australia. Currently Chinese private company investment
accounts for nearly half of Australia’s total project value, nearly 60 per cent of which goes into
commercial real estate and infrastructure. Melbourne and Sydney have been particular
beneficiaries in the recent cycle, but Perth offices, mining and Brisbane R&D, healthcare have
also witnessed significant Chinese inward investment.64 Federal government has been cautious
about its engagement with the initiative so far and currently seeks sound alternatives to Chinese
infrastructure investment.65 But the opportunities for infrastructure‐led development in many of
Australia’s leading cities, including Darwin, may be very substantial.
What it might mean for Australia’s cities:



Opportunities to provide political, technical and intellectual support to the projects,
and to serve the growth they foster.
The rise of major corridor development and joint venture opportunities to connect the
capital cities and regional cities.

4.5. JobTech: Revolutionised working habits
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The future of work. Dramatic improvements in technology and communications, and rapid
evolution of the innovation economy, could have big effects on the way Australians work. In some
industries it is already the case that a majority of workers now report working outside the main
office 2.5 days a week or more.66 More than 30 per cent of Australian employees worked from
home in 2016, up from 20 per cent in 2001. Well over half of Australian SMEs are reported to
have some remote working.67 It is possible that remote, freelance working culture may spread
more markedly from SMEs to the corporate and services economy. Attitudes and norms towards
careers, family and work‐life balance may change even faster than they are already.
Long distance work commuting. Although agglomeration processes within cities will likely
continue in this disruptive scenario, many more people may use technology to work across
political boundaries and time zones. As a result there will be more long distance travel between
cities, and more career moves between cities. This is already visible in the rise in commuting
between Geelong and Melbourne, Gold Coast and Brisbane, and other locations.68
Seamless cities. If these trends reach a critical mass, it will mean that being digitally connected
will become more important and more of a competitive part of a city’s offer. Talent will need to
remain productive while on the move and between meetings. It also means that cities seeking to
host talent will need to provide not just rapid commuter rail services but also more flexible and
frequent transport 24 hours and citywide. The demand for suburbs and more remote locations
to provide a full suite of amenities will also grow, as will the emphasis of high quality work‐
friendly public space throughout the city.
What it might mean for Australia’s cities:






4.6

Big impacts on real estate and workplace management, as more businesses seek to
reduce fixed office costs and avoid fixed leasing arrangements. Flexibility in the way
premises are managed, and the need to consider the performance and appeal of the
whole neighbourhood or city, may become more necessary.
A rise of unemployment, precarious work, and lower ability for workers to put down
long‐term roots in one city or one location, potentially altering attachments to cities.69
This shift might change housing markets and add to demands for a more effective rental
market.
The regulatory and policy mix, and the tactics to support workers through investments
in skills and innovations in welfare, may become more visible differentiators between
cities internationally.

Smarten Up: Game‐changing system technologies

Smart city tech may be on the verge of a breakthrough. Currently smart technologies have had
fairly marginal effects on the overall performance of city infrastructure and mobility. However,
there is growing anticipation that as more objects become connected through the Internet of
Things, sensors become ubiquitous, and the ability to analyse and harness data improves
dramatically, that smart cities could evolve from a fad into a reality.
The possible impacts on city systems and performance. If technologies prove manageable,
affordable and standardisable, then more cities may be able to make good on the promise to
achieve major impacts on transport, infrastructure, security and citizen participation. The
prospect of dramatically reduced commute times, infrastructure‐related emissions, and greater
democratic participation could become much closer. If this happens, then being smart will
become a much more central driver to how cities compete, attract investment and reduce costs.70
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Making the most of the smart city opportunity. Smart technologies are sometimes described as a
silver bullet that will solve poorly managed cities. But their disruptive impact is now widely
viewed not to eliminate the need for strategy and organisation in cities. Quite the opposite. If the
prospect of game‐changing smart technologies arrive, they will depend on integrated systems,
workable partnerships among local governments, co‐financing mechanisms, and the ability to
engage citizens effectively.71
What it might mean for Australia’s cities:





Investment in technology skills and capacity building within city and local governments
to navigate the smart city opportunity.
Careful embedding of smart city policies within existing statutory frameworks to make
them implementable.
Better collaborative approaches, between governments, citizens and businesses,
especially around formation of standards and protocols.
New agencies and avenues to optimise existing city assets and budgets in order to
finance smart city projects.

In summary, none of these disruptors, even in combination, indicate that a cycle of large‐scale de‐
urbanisation might take place in the foreseeable future. Instead they all reinforce the need for
cities to adapt the way are planned, managed, financed and led in order to cope with unexpected
drivers of growth and change that lie ahead.
For Australia, metropolitan areas will hold the key to economic success, connectivity,
sustainability and global relevance. As a result, in the next section we review the way nations are
re‐thinking their approaches to the future of their cities.
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5. How are other nations responding?
5.1 Overview
Around the world, nation‐states are in a cycle of reform and re‐adjustment to support the growth
needs of their cities.72
The policies and approaches that higher tier governments are bringing forward include:

New national programs to
incentivise local governments
in big cities to work together

Reducing silos at top level of
government and developing a
more integrated and
territorial lens to policies

Injection of public investment
to partly address
accumulated infrastructure
deficit

Developing co‐investment
solutions to finance
connectivity and
infrastructure between cities

Creation of agencies and
vehicles that can overcome
short political cycles and
embed long‐term approaches

Pooling and optimising the
use of government owned
land

Developing a ‘system of cities’
approach to recognise the
larger cities’ competitive
assets and room for
complementary development
in smaller cities
Fine tuning of business and
investment framework to
improve appeal to business
and talent in key urban
industries
Pilot initiatives in the areas of
circular economy, smart
mobility and densification
that have a clear pathway to
be rolled out nationwide

In this section we review recent policy approaches of 10 countries and regions, including:
The Benchmarking Groups for Australian Cities see Paper 2 :






Germany
Scandinavia Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark
Canada
South West USA
Smart Asian centres

Plus other relevant international comparators, namely the UK, China, India, South Africa and
Ireland.
All nation states are somewhere on a spectrum in terms of the extent of the existing toolbox they
have already devised to manage the future of their big cities, and the purposefulness of their
policies and systems to support these cities’ future growth. Figure 5 provides a stylised and
indicative map of where these nations currently sit, based on a review of the recent policy
literature. The positions of these nations along this spectrum are always in flux, as new reforms
are enacted and as political cycles come and go.
Figure 5: Illustrative comparison of the existence and extent of future cities’ strategies with the
purposefulness of government to support large city growth, in selected comparator countries.
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Australia itself has witnessed an uptick in federal engagement in the future of the nation’s cities
over the past two years. Since April 2016, the federal Smart Cities Plan has recorded a number of
achievements, including:






Australia’s first City Deals, with several more agreed and in the pipeline.
The AU$50 million Smart Cities and Suburbs Program, designed to apply urban
technology solutions at the local government level.
The Future Ready initiative to help local governments make the most of the smart city
opportunity and interface effectively with the technology sector.
The establishment of a public National Cities Performance Framework to track city
performance in key areas.
The formation of a Cities Reference Group to engage stakeholders in the roll‐out of the
Smart Cities Plan.

These initiatives are very welcome and have created momentum for Australia’s cities agenda. As
the review below illustrates, however, other countries are also adjusting quickly and at scale, and
from a stronger starting point.
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5.2

Review of benchmark nations and groupings

Canada: a new cycle focusing on innovation and smart growth in the big cities

Key cities: Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary
Trends

Policy
response

Canada’s urban population is set to grow substantially up to 2040, nearly
matching the pace in Australia. Migration is the major driver, with immigrants
expected to constitute between 25‐30 per cent of Canada’s population. Like
Australia, much of the growth is forecast to be clustered in four of the largest
cities: Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary and Edmonton.
Canada does not yet have a national urban strategy but since 2015 national
policy for cities has become more purposeful, with three major focuses of new
initiatives:
1. Innovation superclusters. The impact of technology on its cities’
specialisations has risen up the national agenda. The effect of robotics,
advanced manufacturing, AI, collaborative platforms and the Internet of
Things are viewed to be putting well‐paid jobs at risk and increasing
vulnerability to firms across the size and maturity spectrum.11 The
country’s Innovation Superclusters Initiative is co‐investing C$950
million up to 2022 in five innovation centres led by the private consortia.
2. Promote greater density and downtown living. A new C$300 million
Smart City aims to catalyse a new generation of urban technology and
infrastructure development.
3. Long‐term infrastructure that can increase travel speeds, reduce
congestion and encourage long distance commuting within urban
centres.17
Business leadership has established a Canadian Global Cities Council and built
a stronger consensus around developing the distinct identities, merits and
competitive advantages of Canada’s largest cities. Toronto is the business and
finance capital, Montreal the cultural and creative centre, Vancouver is
innovative and sustainable, Ottawa is the capital city, Calgary is a global centre
for energy and related services, and Edmonton is a hub for advanced
manufacturing, industry and cleantech. These cities now work together well
to establish their respective places on the global stage and harness their talent
and resources appropriately.
The long‐term priorities in political and business discourse in Canada are
threefold:
1. more co‐investment innovation to allow public and private sectors to
pursue joint ventures in sustainable, long‐term infrastructure projects to
meet the demands of the growing population;
2. greater continuity of government thinking, as the current high rates in the
turnover of provincial and federal government representatives are viewed
to constrain the ability for long‐term thinking and planning; and
3. more advocacy and demonstration of the benefits of high quality
densification to overcome strong NIMBY sentiments that are restricting
the growth management options of Canadian cities. 73
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Scandinavia: new mechanisms for inter‐governmental collaboration and a focus on better
connectivity

Key cities: Stockholm, Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo, Gothenburg
Trends

Policy
response

Most of Scandinavia’s capitals and larger cities are experiencing a unique rate
of population growth and diversification. Their economies are becoming more
internationally oriented and they are attracting young migrants across the
income and skills levels. These cities are witnessing the rapid rise of
entrepreneurship and the development of technology and innovation clusters,
closely supported by national government investment. This is spurring
regional scale of growth, the rise of ‘seecond CBDs’, and appetite to connect
the larger cities in the region.
For more than 15 years, Sweden has been a global leader in terms of multi‐
level agreements that encourage local governments in big cities to co‐operate,
and strong planning and technology systems. The Swedish Government has a
good track record of working with business and research institutes to roll out
smart public transport and waste management, and the country now exports
its expertise to countries such as India.7475
Sweden is currently formulating the country’s first fully fledged national
urban policy,76 and its future city strategies hinge on increasing connectivity
and much better national inter‐departmental cooperation. In 2014, the country
launched the National Platform for Sustainable Urban Development, co‐
ordinated by the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning, and with
leadership also from national agencies such as the Swedish Transport
Administration and the Swedish Energy Agency. The platform is all about
increasing cooperation, coordination and sharing knowledge and experience
among players in different sectors and at different levels of development.77
The National Negotiation on Housing and Infrastructure is agreeing proposals
to enable rapid implementation of high‐speed rail projects between the three
largest cities of Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö.78 The remit of the
organisation is not just to improve public transport but also to scale housing
construction in the three rapidly growing metropolitan regions.
In Finland, urban policy and programs are placing a strong emphasis on
future‐proofing infrastructure and economic growth.79 Finland’s 6 City
Strategy unites the country’s six largest cities to fund demonstration
initiatives and pilot projects in smart mobility e.g. robot buses , circular
economy and future education. Joint recommendations have been published
to steer the way that data is opened and released, and companies are assisted
to test and develop their solutions.80
Meanwhile Finland’s Innovative Cities Program INKA , introduced in 2014,
has pooled the knowledge and resources between universities, business and
government to prepare the next generation of firms and talent. And Finland
has also recently introduced a multi‐city fare card for public transport that
makes it easy for commuters and residents to use the same card in different
cities.81
In Norway, many levels of government coordinate successfully to think
through the future of the nation’s cities – particularly to increase liveability,
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and update transport infrastructure to
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accommodate future growth.82 The country’s FutureBuilt project is a 10‐year
collaboration between local and national levels to develop carbon neutral
areas and high‐quality architecture in the largest cities.83 Norwegian local
governments are also amalgamating in order to better provide economies of
scale and increase the efficiency and effectiveness of public welfare service
delivery. The new combined municipalities are working with the Norwegian
Association of Local and Regional Authorities to develop national
performance indicators to track progress on the UN Sustainable Development
Goals.84
Transport infrastructure is the big priority for Norwegian cities. A new
national transport plan has set aside 1,000 billion kroner AUD $200 billion
over the next 12 years to develop safer, more efficient and greener transport
solutions. Shorter journey times and better frequency of public transport
departures between the largest towns and cities are the priority areas for
investment.85

Germany: a mature system of balanced growth management

Key cities: Berlin, Munich, Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Hamburg
Trends

Policy
response

Germany is one of the few countries in Europe to have a clearly defined national
urban policy, and has had one for more than 10 years. The country has set up a
40‐member National Urban Development Policy Board that not only serves as a
platform for all levels of government, but also sees business and civic leadership
very well represented to collectively address future growth questions.
Importantly, Germany has resolved the question of cost sharing between the
three tiers of governments which has paved the way for much more active
collaboration.86
Germany’s cities face a distinctive set of challenges related to modest population
growth amid long‐term falling national population , low birth rates, and
adapting their productive, asset‐heavy economies to the digital economy. The
country’s urban policy approach prioritises adaptation for ageing populations,
green space and services access in more disadvantaged areas, while ensuring a
very strong work life balance to enable more men and women to participate in
the workforce.
The future system of cities is one area of debate for Germany. Berlin’s 20th century
history means that it does not play the full range of ‘global city’ functions and the
leading group of six German cities all have fairly similar populations and
productivity performance. The consensus in current thinking is that Germany
does not need a dominant city and that it should focus on enhancing the existing
network structure.
In 2014, responsibility for Germany’s national urban policy framework was
moved to the Ministry for the Environment. This shift resulted in a series of new
priorities for Germany’s future cities agenda, including:





Improving access to green space in disadvantaged urban neighbourhoods
Accommodating refugees in urban areas
Promoting housing affordability and accessibility
Protecting urban architectural heritage
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Promoting more active districts and neighbourhood centres through best
practice urban restructuring.

One key national priority that has attracted attention in recent years, called
“social city”, focuses on preventing social and spatial polarisation in cities. This is
focused on stabilising areas with a higher proportion of unemployed people and
immigrants and promoting civic involvement in plans and policy.87
OECD evaluation of Germany’s federal urban policy

Source: OECD 2017

South West USA: integration of the big city regions

Key sities: Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, Phoenix, Las Vegas
Trends

The US population will substantially grow and age in the next decades, and
this is driving big pockets of urbanisation, including in the South West of the
country. Nationally, Chicago, and Dallas‐Fort Worth are expected to become
10 million‐plus metropolises within 25 years, joining New York City and Los
Angeles. Most of the metropolitan growth will, however, be concentrated in
the south and in the west, as more people are attracted by the climate, relative
affordability and retirement lifestyle.
Other social and spatial trends are also underway in South West USA:




Policy
response

The shift of the young, wealthy and childless to the denser urban cores,
and the concentration of seniors in suburban or out‐of‐town areas.
The leading cities continue to attract high numbers of international
migrants but are experiencing net outward migration. Affordability is
the main challenge for cities attempting to retain talent.
While sprawl remains the default pattern in the region, many of the
metropolitan areas are becoming denser and re‐urbanisation has
picked up momentum.

While business and civic leadership is already very strong in South West USA,
regional development is widely expected to rely on much better policy co‐
ordination, better engagement by federal systems of infrastructure and
funding, and on more support for serving the needs of older populations.88
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The rise of megaregional transportation is an important response in the
current cycle. More efficient transportation corridors is a major investment
priority, the centrepiece of which is a high speed rail line connecting Southern
and Northern California. Overall there will be 11 multi city‐regions in the USA
by the 2040s including four in South West USA:





Northern California: Fresno, Modesto, Reno, Oakland, San Francisco,
Sacramento, San Jose and Stockton.
Southern California: Los Angeles, San Diego, San Bernardino,
Riverside, Anaheim, Bakersfield, Long Beach and Tijuana.
Arizona Sun Corridor: Phoenix, Tucson, Mesa and Chandler.
Front Range: Albuquerque, Colorado Springs, Denver, Salt Lake City,
Cheyenne and Pueblo.

These megaregions are gradually becoming more co‐ordinated, especially
around economic development, promotion, and organising for infrastructure
investment.
Smart Asia: integration of the big city regions

Key cities: Hong Kong, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Fukuoka, Taipei
Trends

Policy
response

These cities are growing faster than many in their surrounding region, but in
general are experiencing a slowdown in population growth, longer life
expectancies, lower birth rates, and some out‐migration of 20‐40‐year olds.
They achieve consistently high economic and productivity growth, although
exports performance is declining and imperative to shift into higher value‐
added products is viewed as necessary.
Smart Asian nations are increasingly committed to sustainability. For example
as the incoming ASEAN chair for 2018, Singapore has designated 2018 as the
Year of Climate Action, designed to improve public awareness about climate
change and the need for everyone to contribute to greenhouse gas reduction
efforts. Meanwhile, Hong Kong government recently circulated its Climate
Action Plan 2030 , while Japan and its cities and major companies have all
made bold commitments to meeting the SDGs.
The leading group of cities in Asia have very high self‐governing capacity by
the standards of most global cities, a wide span of control over key systems,
and financial and land use instruments to implement their vision. These cities
are led by Hong Kong and Singapore, but also include cities such as Fukuoka,
Taipei and Kuala Lumpur. Some are city states with a very degree of self
governing autonomy; others are in nations that have increasingly clear and
consistent national urban policies sitting within national strategies e.g.
Malaysia’s 2050 National Transformation Plan . As such these cities and
nations are making big strides in pursuing:89






Managed decentralisation to second and third CBDs, and large airport
districts.
Very high investment in skills, education and lifelong learning.
Decisive moves into the innovation economy, through both location‐
based and culture‐based initiatives.
Transit‐based development with strong self‐financing and value
capture.
Maintainence of openness to trade and investment.
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Green development, walkability and anti‐pollution measures.

National urban policies in Smart Asia increasingly:





focus on specific sets of cities as a means to enhance nation‐wide
synergies.
designate certain areas as strategic zones with improved business
environments.
look to correct excessive concentration in the large centres while
supporting their global functions.
strengthen smart city capability smart transportation, smart energy
and smart healthcare .90

Outside Australia’s core benchmarking group, many other emerging nations are also proactively
pursuing new models of managing their cities:
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China
The National New Urbanisation
Plan commits to connecting every
large 500,000‐plus city into the
high speed rail system by the
early 2020s.

India
Urban renewal and retrofitting
program in its medium‐sized
cities.

South Africa
United Kingdom
Ireland
Shifting away from supporting
A negotiated approach between Managing growth concentration
megaprojects on urban fringes
national government and city
in Dublin, ageing population, and
towards more compact and smart leaders has emerged.
high vulnerability to automation
growth.
and workplace changes.
US$7.5 billion Smart Cities Mission New Integrated Urban
The Northern Powerhouse
Development Framework
is transforming strategic inner
agenda aims to use connectivity New National Planning
city precincts alongside initiatives encourages every city to
A strong focus on the five
to boost performance of formerly Framework based on long‐term
formulate a long‐term growth
‘megaregions’ that consist of three that apply ‘whole city’
industrial Northern cities.
equalisation and balancing.
or more closely connected cities infrastructure solutions.93 It is the and development strategy.95
see Paper 3 , all to be linked by first time that a Ministry of Urban
Push to maintain competitiveness Cork identified as second city,
Development program has used a A new Cities Support Program led and growth management of UK’s without undermining Dublin as
high speed trains within a 30‐
competition based method to
by the Treasury aims to support specialised small cities.
minute commute.91
global player.
select cities for funding.
spatial transformation in the
A strategy for the nine national
country’s eight largest
Devolution to metropolitan
Two main development corridors
city regions that will act as the
A new model of special purpose metropolitan areas.96
mayors, creation of Combined
Dublin‐Belfast and Cork‐
second tier of the urban system. city agencies which are given the
Authorities see Paper 3 .
Limerick‐Galway .
Much more attention on the
rights and responsibilities of a
City funding made available to
local government. These vehicles lifecycle costs of required
City Deals and customised finance Local government boundary
develop Internet of Things
are led by a CEO and involve more infrastructure projects, as South packages.
reform is underway.
Africa’s cities aim to become more
applications to increase security streamlined leadership than in
futureproof.97
and transport safety, and optimise the past, where cities were
Housing zones, public land
Customised national support for
infrastructure use to alleviate
governed by municipal
management, and financial tools each city has replaced one‐size‐
pressure on overcrowded cities, commissioners who are
are all part of gradually expanding fits‐all.
made possible through integrated frequently transferred and who
toolkit for UK cities.
data platforms across different
lack institutional memory as a
Government is promoting a
urban systems.92
result.94
national conversation about the
future of Irish cities.
Placemaking has moved to the
top of national agenda.98
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Summary table of changes in Australia’s benchmarking group
Region/nation
Demographic Key megatrends
&
change
identified
Key cities
 Technological disruption of the
economy

Canada
Toronto
Montreal
Vancouver
Edmonton
Calgary

Scandinavia
Stockholm
Copenhagen
Helsinki
Oslo
Gothenburg

High growth rate

 Sprawling urban settlements
except in Toronto and
Driven by net
Vancouver
overseas migration
 Demand for uptick in
infrastructure investment.
 Competitive importance of local
High growth in the and global connectivity
major cities
 Importance of urban scale and
critical mass and need to support
Young
larger cities
demographic
 Advantage of good education and
profile
early shift to innovation economy
 Environmental imperatives.

Germany
Berlin
Munich
Frankfurt
Stuttgart
Hamburg

South West USA
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Diego
Phoenix
Las Vegas

Smart Asia
Hong Kong
Singapore
Fukuoka
Kuala Lumpur
Taipei

Slow urban growth
amid shrinking
overall national
population

Future cities agendas
Greater specialisation among the large
cities, with the big four expected to
establish themselves on the world
stage:
Toronto: Business, finance, life sciences
Montreal: capital of culture, creativity
and research
Vancouver: Innovative and sustainable
Ottawa: Capital and specialised tech
hub
Calgary: Global energy hub
Edmonton: Manufacturing and
construction.

Areas highlighted for change or
reform

Much more co‐investment between public and
private sector
Less short‐termism and greater continuity of
government thinking
Overcoming NIMBYist mindset.

High speed rail and intensified housing
Reducing silos and better national inter‐
development around key nodes.
departmental collaboration
Pool knowledge and resources between
Smart public transport and waste
government, universities and business.
management.
Maintain balanced system of six to
eight equally sized metropolitan areas
Increasing consensus that Germany
does not need a dominant city

Environmental efficiency, rise of
Addressing environmental concerns
the innovation economy, and
such as access to green space and
imperative to optimise labour
preservation of heritage
force participation.

Achieve better urban work life balance
Adapt infrastructure and services for the declining
and ageing population
Protect housing affordability and accessibility.

Prioritising socially sustainable cities
through promoting civic engagement
and addressing socio‐spatial
polarisation..

Moderate growth
with rapid growth  Only a small proportion of dense
metropolitan areas getting denser
in some sub‐
Diversified and dynamic urban
regions SW USA  Development of megaregional
landscape megacities, large cities,
transportation infrastructure
middleweight cities and niche cities
3 more megacities  Concentration of young, wealthy,
childless in city centres
Organising growth in 11 megaregions
19 more major
 Development of 11 smart cities
metropolitan
 Attracting and retaining talent.
regions
Forging better relationships with cities
in wider regions through cross‐border
Population to peak
infrastructure projects
in 2040s and then
plateau or decline  Globalisation and competition
Becoming an urban laboratory for the
Rapidly ageing
 Physical environment
rest of Asia
populations,
 Risks of over‐tourism
Growing welfare
Strengthening regional cooperation
 Ageing population needs
costs
and improving synergies between

Tech‐enabled
society
Declining
cities
immigration and  Ageing housing stock.
increasing
Targeting specific sectors and
emigration
correcting for over‐dominance of
specific cities e.g. Tokyo .

Better coordination of megaregional scale policy –
catalytic infrastructure
Global trading capability and global identity of mid‐
sized cities
Reinvention of post‐industrial urban centres
Greater account of the over 65s in policymaking.

More flexible approach to planning overcoming
silos: planning, building, land use
New care policy for ageing population
Improve liveability, culture and attract foreign
talent
Invest in infrastructure to improve innovation and
improve smartness
Enhanced collaboration between public and
private sectors in delivering key projects.
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6. The risks and imperatives for Australia’s cities
The megatrends and the possible disruptors create uncertainty for all cities and a need to rethink
existing models. They explain, in part, why so many nations are now prioritising the success of
their cities, as we have observed above. If we look at them as a whole, they reveal a core set of
imperatives for all cities to be successful and competitive, which have particular resonance in the
Australian context.

6.1. Good growth management
Cities and metropolitan areas around the world are recognising that the size, scale and long‐term
nature of their challenges mean growth has to be managed across multiple political and
investment cycles. Accumulated deficits in housing, transport, resilience, and public services
cannot easily be recovered in four to eight year periods. They require a more sustained effort.
Attempts to create a ‘managed metropolis’ are emerging. The idea is to go beyond constitutionally
defined political mandates or envelopes of investment and find solutions across the whole city.
This means finding ways to synchronise activity between local governments, and with the private
sector and key regional or state‐level institutions. Growth management is not only about land‐
use, infrastructure and governance. It also involves strategies to compete more effectively for
mobile investment, talent and firms, build in resilience to cope with technological and
environmental change, and actively prevent groups being ‘locked out’ of the growth dividend.
Active and strategic growth management at the metropolitan and regional level is an imperative
for a wide range of cities including:





Established world cities eg. New York, Paris, Tokyo that are looking to manage the
consequences of success
Emerging world cities eg. Istanbul, Mumbai, Shanghai looking to achieve urban
restructuring and quality, and contain and rationalise the metropolitan area
New world cities eg. Munich, Seattle, Auckland that are trying to build scale and global
reach, address the early impacts of global growth, and make their economies more
resilient
Aspiring world cities eg. Cardiff, Gothenburg, Louisville that are trying to organise a
nascent metropolis for the first time and build global profile in very specialised markets.

This means that managing growth is a task for all Australia’s growing cities.
6.2. Economic diversification to be more resilient
The scale of likely and potential change means that cities now have to have the capacity to absorb,
recover and prepare for future economic shocks. The OECD highlight that cities in the future will
have to host a diverse mix of industries, continually foster the conditions for innovation, and
provide ongoing access to employment, education, and skills re‐training.99
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Globally the OECD identifies that only about 20 per cent of urban regions in high income countries
are currently well diversified, and none in Australia see Figure 6 . This presents an important
imperative for Australian cities to look beyond the current cycle and build the systems to help
populations adjust to future economic change.
Figure 6: Degree of economic diversification: Labour force concentration by industrial sectors in
urban regions in OECD countries
Concentrated (=
less diversified )

Moderately
concentrated (=
moderately diversified)
Not concentrated (=
well diversified)

Source: OECD 2016
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6.3. Proactive integration of an increasingly diverse population
As most cities become more socially, ethnically and religiously diverse, there is a lot of global
evidence sharing about the strategies for substantive integration. Although many city and higher
tier of government leaders publicly recognise diversity, and institutions formally protect
individuals and communities from discrimination, there is now wider recognition that programs
are needed that bring minorities and majorities together more directly and reduce patterns of
segregation or division.
Cities are adopting participatory campaigns around urban cultural heritage, celebrating cultural
difference, promoting intercultural interaction in segregated urban spaces, and helping to
overcome unhelpful stereotypes. Many European cities are leading the way in this area and others
are following. Australia currently benefits from a very pro‐immigration disposition among its
citizens relative to most other diverse nations, and a relatively high degree of multi‐ethnic
cohesion and intregation. As debates about immigration and multicultural cities continue, and
representation of indigenous communities, new approaches will be needed to continue to
optimise this integration and engagement.
6.4. Inclusion, affordability and tackling segregation
The rise in economic inequality, housing unaffordability and spatial divides and imbalances has
become more visible in the majority of the world’s larger cities over the past 15 years, and the
trend is set to continue without purposeful and more innovative intervention.
Many cities now recognise the imperative for inclusive growth and improved socio‐economic
mobility. Evidence from many parts of the world show that metropolitan economies grow more
consistently when prosperity is broadly based, because of access to a wider skills base, fewer
costs associated with exclusion, and stronger governance and co‐ordination when benefits are
perceived to be shared.
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So there is an imperative for Australian cities to adapt to a more inclusive growth model which
includes:





Optimising the role of anchor institutions like universities, teaching hospitals, large
employers, and real estate developers
Building strong coalitions of business, civic and public leaders that work on combined
strategies for growth and inclusion
Shifting into more innovative industries and tradable sectors, that offer better pay and
opportunities for upward mobility
More strategic metropolitan‐wide intervention to address barriers to inclusive growth
firms, skills, spatial links and correction of local market failures to facilitate economic
growth.101
6.5. Green, sustainable and resilient infrastructure

Rapid urban growth is forcing cities to invest in better, safer and more sustainable urban
environments. Many cities and higher tiers of government are investing in green growth that is
geared to environmental monitoring, multi‐modal transport, well managed energy consumption,
roll‐out of renewable energies, effective water and land management, and the use of sustainable
building materials.102
In most cities and nations that are adjusting to this imperative, changes to public policy and
private investment decision‐making are involved such that sustainability and resilience move to
the centre of consideration for all sectors of the economy. This is only partially visible in Australia.
Global analysts highlight that the shift also relies on:





Appropriate policy and regulatory frameworks from higher tier governments to ensure
sustainable infrastructure is embedded in planning and investment criteria – both for
public spending and as a signal for private investment
Long term infrastructure plans to establish a pipeline of bankable projects for investors
Collaboration with governments horizontally and vertically to develop standards and
future proof investments
Leverage of public funding and mechanisms to attract private investment.
6.6. Solutions to increase the investment rate

Accumulated investment deficits resulting from institutional inertia and co‐ordination failures at
many levels of government is providing a strong impetus for new forms of co‐investment and for
reforms to the financial toolbox of cities.
A major uptick in investment in transport, schools, housing, energy systems and new technologies
is now recognised as necessary in most of the world’s leading cities. However financing new
infrastructure is highly expensive in most cases. Many cities have identified that they need to
spend three‐to‐four per cent of their GDP on both housing and transport each year to meet
demand, which is typically far in excess of what they currently spend.
In addition to increased public investment from existing balance sheets, solutions that cities are
looking towards include:




Retaining more of the tax raised in the region to be spent by local or citywide
governments, to make it easier to manage predicted growth
Removing handicaps in the ability to borrow, set by higher levels of government
Aligning national, state and city‐level funding much better
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Building the competence and capability to deliver large and complex projects,
particularly in partnership with private sector
Simplifying the legal frameworks for investment where possible
Finding investment models that sustain capital spending regardless of external political
constraints
Advocating that national governments take more responsibility and recognise the
returns that successful agglomeration generate for the whole nation.

Among the approaches being pursued include strategic asset management and land pooling,
value capture, PPPs, bonds, fare increases, tax increases, smart fees and charges. Public
investment remains essential but the wider financial toolkit is also evolving quickly for cities.
6.7. Identity, belonging, reputation and narrative
The megatrends identified in this paper mean that cities face an imperative to assert themselves
directly on the global stage. Growth in the number of globalising cities with an array of assets and
roles, combined with the weight of competition between them, drives the need for visibility,
recognition and differentiation.
To win attention in international markets and rise above national agendas, globalising cities must
work not only on their business environment, skills base and connectivity. They must also
prioritise messaging and the creation of a global identity.
Usually this involves tackling inherited views and sober stereotypes from the past, and delivering
a new message that builds a new reputation and identity for a city so that it has the scale, edge,
reach and relevance to operate confidently beyond its national borders. For other cities it may be
about reminding the world that the city is not a ‘one‐trick pony’.
Global identity and reputation can differentiate a city from the crowd and make local assets more
visible by:





Putting the city on the map and creating name recognition
Driving demand, curiosity and positive attitudes
Highlighting a diversity of opportunities, not just to a single sector
Providing third‐party endorsements and attracting unpaid advertising.

As more cities operate within increasingly competitive markets, these kinds of identity dividends
will become more essential. As a result, there are also risks to not having a well‐managed global
identity:




The assets and scale of a city are not recognised
An unbalanced identity where outsiders assume a city is only good for that which it is best
known
The repeated absence from key media, global benchmarks and opportunity short‐lists
that leads to assumptions about city constraints, or weaknesses that may actually be
untrue.

As a result, many cities are looking to move forward with practical actions and competent
alliances to position themselves in a globally integrated economy of cities.
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6.8. Connectivity with cities in the wider and more cohesive region
The economic and spatial integration of megaregions and multi‐city regions and corridors will
provide more and more scale advantages to compete globally. Smaller cities are pulled into the
gravitational field of larger cities, and the logic is to look to improve their connectivity and join
together to foster ‘borrowed scale’ and become more complementary and functionally
integrated.
The rise of these regions is underpinned by a variety of factors:






The advent of intercity commuting
Shared airports, trading functions, cultural institutions and sports teams
More advanced industry supply and value chains
Joint inputs into a regional/cross‐border innovation eco‐system
The benefits of a common investment market/portfolio.

There is increasing evidence of the emergence of strategies that engage multiple cities in one
common strategy, between neighbouring or connected metropolitan areas. The motive for these
collaborations is that they enhance scale, increase connectivity, improve mobility, optimise land
uses, and might provide a cluster of smaller cities with the potential to compete with larger
centres through co‐operation.
On this basis, Sydney is not a single market of five million but a seven million region that includes
Newcastle, the Central Coast and Wollongong. Melbourne is growing in tandem with Geelong,
Ballarat and others. Brisbane is becoming an interdependent region with the Gold Coast, Sunshine
Coast, Toowoomba and other cities. The corridor between Perth, Mandurah and Bunbury is
becoming more interconnected. And Adelaide has important complementarities with Murray
Bridge and Port Elliot‐Goolwa. How these regions become recognised and organised will be an
important element of the cycle to come.
For Australian cities, this means that the improvement of inter‐city connectivity will become
more urgent. Organising and co‐ordinating growth at this larger territorial scale will also become
a priority. However the population size of these regions relative to state governments and even
federal government means that adjustments to recognise this larger scale will be politically
sensitive.
6.9. Effective management of neighbourhoods, districts, cities and metropolitan scales
For cities to meet rising expectations of residents and mobile talent, they have to look to improve
the way their neighbourhoods and districts are managed. The desire to attract innovation,
culture, education and other activities means cities look to develop areas in a variety of spatial
formats quarters, districts, precincts, corridors, triangles, etc .
Moving forward, cities are looking to activate and unlock more types of location, whether to boost
the economy, attract funding, foster a sense of community, promote tourism and civic pride, or
revitalise forgotten neighbourhoods. These locations often need an enhanced management
vehicle e.g. independent development and management agencies, business‐owned and business‐
led organisations, public‐private partnerships in order to be effective in terms of:
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Placemaking, design and tactical urbanism
District branding and signage
Support for business development
Community engagement and ambassadors
Programming of events.
6.10 Shared approach to the national ‘system of cities’

Growing and globalising cities will depend on their nation states to build a ‘system of cities’
approach that is designed to help all cities to succeed, and which optimises the specific
combination of cities within the nation.
For such frameworks to emerge, it is usually necessary that national government policies
recognise the megatrends of urbanisation and globalisation, and then create the conditions for
institutions to act in the long‐term interest of cities rather than short‐term political imperatives.
This means altering national policies and regulatory and institutional frameworks that are
accidentally anti‐urban: otherwise many encourage sprawl, or they incentivise internal rivalries
between cities, or they place legal barriers in the way of local co‐operation, or their sectoral
ministries lack the territorial lens to pay attention to integrated metropolitan solutions.
What cities are therefore now asking for are:
•
•
•

•

Policies that recognise cities as engines of growth and endorse the metropolitan
dimension of their challenges
Increased powers for city and regional leaders to take a lead on growth management
New programs and pipelines of infrastructure investment
Updated regulation and relocation strategies to attract investment to a broader range of
cities.

In the papers that follow, we explore the extent to which Australia’s cities appear to be
performing well and responding to these 10 imperatives see Paper 2 . We reflect on how well
prepared they are to ride the megatrends, and what else may be needed to retain their model of
success. We also look more deeply into the examples of cities around the world that have been
already responding with some success see Paper 3 . In Paper 4 we explain why profound and
urgent changes are needed in order to equip Australian cities to thrive in this ‘metropolitan
century’, and we identify the specific systems, tools and instruments that can make the difference.
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